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1 Courtyard, st. Maria della Pace (1504)
Donato Bramante
Rome, Italy

2 Hall of Perspectives, Villa Farnesina
(15°5-10)
Baldassare Peruzzi
Rome, Italy

3 Villa Madama (1518-25)
Raphael of Urbina
Rome, Italy
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Donato Bramante
begins work on his
illusionistic perspective
chapel at St. Satiro
(1486) in Milan.

Leon Battista Alberti's
treatise, De I?e
AedificatoriQ (On the
Art of Building), Is
published in Florence.
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Inthe last decades ofthe fifteenth century, artists and architects began to
visit Rome to study the ruins in earnest. They left behind precious records of
their studies in the form of drawings. While humanist interest in Rome had
been building over more than a century (dating back at least to Petrarch in the
fourteenth century), antiquarian considerations of monuments had focused on
literary, epigraphic, and historical information ratherthan on the physical
remains. Although some artists and architects, such as Filippo Brunelleschi
(1377-1446), Donatello (C.1386-1466), and Leon Battista Alberti (1404-72), are
reported to have made studies of Roman sculpture and ruins, almost no direct
evidence of this work survives. By the 1480s, prominent architects, such as
Francesco di Giorgio (1439-1502) and Giuliano da 5angallo (C.1445-1516), were
making numerous studies of the ancient monuments, undertaken in ways that
demonstrated that the process of transforming the model into a new design
had already begun. In many cases, drawing ruins in their fragmentary state
necessitated a leap of the imagination, as Francesco himself readily admitted
in his annotation to his reconstruction of the Campidoglio, noting: "largely
imagined by me, since very little can be understood from the ruins."

This intensive study bore immediate fruit, inspiring a series of increasingly
bold attempts to match the scale, ambition, and sheer achievement of the
ancient works. The most dramatic demonstration of this new attitude toward
the antique-which aimed not just for imitation and emulation but for
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Giuliano da Sangallo
begins work on Villa
Medici at Poggio a
Cafanc (see p..zoo).

The Carthusian
monastery and
complex of certosa di
Pavia is completed in
Lombardy, Italy.

Pope Julius II
commissions the
Belvedere Courtyard,
the Sistine Chapel
ceiling, and the new
St. Peter's in Rome.

Lorenzo de Medici dies;
Columbus arrives in
the New World; and
Ferdinand and Isabella
conquer Granada,
ending the last Muslim
dynasty in Spain.



rivalry-occurred in the work of Donato Bramante (C.1444-1514), an architect
who first trained as a painter in Milan.

Bramante's earliest commission in Rome was the courtyard of St. Maria
della Pace (see image 1),built for Cardinal Oliviero Carafa. Based on a close
study of the Colosseum, it included a subtle reprisal of the hierarchical
arrangement of the orders, with the Doric on the first level and the Ionic
above. While not obvious to the casual observer, this was a major conceptual
shift in the use of the orders, introducing a compositional principle that
would be regularly followed from that point onward. His next work in Rome
was the Tempietto (1502; see p.202), which although small in size achieved
a monumental effect. Marking the site of St. Peter's crucifixion, it was
immediately recognized as similar to the status of an ancient monument.

Bramante's early success brought him to the attention of Pope Julius II,
who employed him first for the massive Belvedere Courtyard, built to house
his collection of ancient sculptures, then, in what would be one of the most
ambitious and significant building projects of the sixteenth century, the
construction ofthe new St. Peter's. Although Brarnante's centralized plan
was never fully realized, later architects, such as Michelangelo (1475-1564),
admired and emulated its clarity and monumentality. The sheer size and
complexity of St. Peter's, as well as its expense, meant that it was destined
to remain incomplete for decades, and subject to the changing agendas of
successive popes and architects.

Two other architects first trained as painters, Baldassare Peruzzi (1481-
1536) from Siena and Raphael of Urbina (1483-1520), emulated Bramante's
deep engagement with ancient Roman architecture in their own distinctive
ways. Peruzzi, an avid draftsman, perspectivist, and student ofVitruvius
(C.80-(.15 Bee), arrived at a new typology of the suburban villa in the Villa
Farnesina (1505-10), built in Rome for Agostino Chigi, the banker to Pope Julius
II. Almost entirely frescoed on the interior with illusionistic landscapes and
architecture, culminating in the spectacular Hall of Perspectives (see image 2),
it was modeled on literary descriptions of ancient villas. In form and location,
it was a cross between an urban palace and a country villa, built with an open
loggia and a generous garden in a part of the city typically occupied only
by orchards and Vineyards. The villa became well known for its extravagant
parties, in which Chigi would encourage his guests to toss their expensive silver
into the Tiber River following their meal-only to retrieve it later from the nets
he had carefully put in place.

Analogous to Peruzzi's inspiration from Roman literary sources, Villa
Madama (see image 3), built by Raphael forthe Medici popes Leo X and
Clement VII and begun in 1518,was based on Pliny the Younger's descriptions of
his villas, and even prompted Raphael's composition of a letter about his villa.
It included a circular courtyard, fish pond, garden, theater, and specific area for
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The Marquis de
Mendoza brings the
Codex Escuriolensis to
Spain, beginning their
Renaissance.

Architect Fra Giocondo
(1433-1515) publishes
the flrst illustrated
edition byVitruvius,
allowing architects
to understand the
classical orders.

Pope leo X (son of
lorenzo de' Medici)
commissions the
facade of St. lawrence
and the Medici Chapel,
sta rting Michelangelo's
architectural career.

Raphael builds the
Villa Madama and
composes his letters
on the villi! and on
the destruction and
preservation of Rome.
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Spanish architect
Diego de Sagredo
('.1490-1528)
publishes Medidos
del Romano (Romon
Meo~ures) in
Toledo, Spain.

Rome is sacked by the
armies of Holy Roman
Emperor Charles v.
Artists and architects
flee, dispersing "cross
Italy and Europe.
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4 Medici Chapel, Basilica of St. lawrence
(1524)
Michelangelo
Florence, Italy

5 Church of st. Maria der Miracoli (1489)
Pietro Lombardo
Venice, Italy

6 Topkapi Palace (begun 1459)
Sultan Mehmed II
Istanbul, Turkey
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D walking and talking. The interior included spectacular stuccoes and paintings
by Giovanni da Udine, Raphael's frequent collaborator, based on the discovery
of ancient paintings in Nero's Domus Aurea. While Raphael's letter describes
the villa as a place for contemplation and quiet conversation, its position as
a natural stopping place on the road to Rome also gave it an important
political role, as a semi-official location where the pope could entertain visiting
foreign dignitaries.

In contrast to the tradition of painter-architects, Antonio da Sangallo the
Younger (1484-1546) emerged from a family of established architects and was
trained as a professional. Antonio's reputation has suffered by comparison to
that of Michelangelo, who he preceded both at Palazzo Farnese (begun 1517)
and at St. Peter's, and next to whom he assumes the role of the orthodox
conservative. Projects such as the unusual concave facade of the papal Mint
demonstrate that Antonio was not only an ardent student ofVitruvius, but also
an imaginative, resourceful architect who sought to transform ancient models
such as the triumphal arch into bold new compositions.

Scholars tend to describe Rome as a center from which all good ideas
flowed, but many other Italian cities followed paths more connected to their
own local histories and building traditions than with any sense of competition
with Rome. In Florence, the aftershock of Dominican friar Girolamo Savonarola
and his bonfires of the vanities (the burning of art, books, etc.) incited anxiety
about displays of wealth, and resulted in a conservative approach to building
that lasted through to the end of the fifteenth century. Giuliano da Sangallo
modeled his Palazzo Strozzi (begun 1489) and Palazzo Gondi (begun 1490)
on Palazzo Medici (1445-68; see P.176), built by Michelozzo di Bartolomeo
Michefozzi (1396-1472) for Cosimo de' Medici. Against this backdrop,
Michelangelo's formation as an architect in Florence is all the more remarkable.
His first works forged a dialogue with the Florentine tradition and specifically
with the legacy of Brunelleschi and Giuliano da Sangallo. The Medici Chapel,
begun in 1521,housing the tombs of St. Lawrence (see image 4) and Giuliano de'
Medici within the church complex of St. Lawrence, began with the footprint,
material palette and columnar grid of Brunelleschi's Old Sacristy. These served
as Michelangelo's point of departure for his own transformation of the marble
tomb in both its figural and architectural elements.

Venetians prided themselves on their peaceful, egalitarian society,
but when it came to architecture they had no scruples about conspicuous
wealth. A prime example is the material richness on display in the Church
of St. Maria dei Miracoli (see image 5), designed by renowned architect and
marble sculptor Pietro Lombardo (1435-1515). Melding specifically Venetian
references to St. Mark's in the use of marble panels and porphyry roundels with
alf'antica (antique-style) vocabulary and details, he encased all four sides of the
church with luxurious, polychrome marble, and continued the same pattern
seamlessly on the interior. The effect is a startling coherence between interior
and exterior, a rare occurrence in Renaissance buildings.

Rome's cultural dominance came to an abrupt end when it was sacked
in 1527 by troops under Holy Roman Emperor Charles V Rome's loss became
Italy and Europe's gain, as the artists and architects fleeing the city brought
their spirit of experimentation and innovation with them. This dramatic
event effectively transformed the insularity of regional building traditions
through the infusion of new ideas. While architects in Rome were intensely
focused on negotiating a relationship with the ancient past. in other parts of
Europe ambitious rulers and elite patrons employed architecture as a means
of articulating their own agendas. In Spain, the reconquest of Granada by
the Catholic monarchs Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile, brought
with it the question of how to build in a land so distinguished by its Islamic



architectural tradition. Spanish noblemen traveled frequently to Italy, and a
consequence of one of these trips was the construction of an exceptionally
ambitious new palace, LaCalahorra (1512),within the outer walls of a Moorish
fort. The patron, Don Rodrigo, Marquis de Mendoza, imported materials and
workmen from Genoa, and employed a book of drawings of ancient Roman
monuments and sculpture (Codex Escurialensis) he had acquired in Rome.
By building an Italianate courtyard in this utterly unexpected site, Mendoza
provided a new idiom for the Catholic elite. Despite its physical isolation, the
building was widely imitated in palaces such as the early sixteenth-century
Velez Blanco Patio (now located in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York).

Across the Mediterranean, in Istanbul, Sultan Mehmed II had been educated
in Greek and Latin classics, and his artistic and architectural patronage reflected
his enthusiasm for European art. Scholars have suggested that his Topkapi
Palace (see image 6), a well-ordered series of residential structures, audience
halls, and barracks, built around courtyards and gardens, may have been
shaped in part by the gridlike organization of the community hospital Ospedale
Maggiore, Milan (begun 1456), by Florentine architect Filarete (C.1400-69).
While there is no direct evidence that Filarete traveled to Mehmed's court, other
artists such as Giovanni Bellini did. Artists thus served both as cultural
ambassadors and as agents in the transmission of aesthetic information.

Another well-documented invitation-to court came from Francis I, King
of France, who enticed Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) to reside close to his
chateau at Amboise from 1516 until his death. Francis l's interests inspired him
to incorporate Italian elements into the construction of his new chateau at
Chambord (begun 1519), and to invite more Italian artists to take part in the
construction and decoration of the gallery at Fontainebleau.

Some Italian forms and ideas reached very far indeed: the Palazzo dei
Diamanti, Ferrara {begun 1493}, finds close echoes in the pointed rustication
of Crichton Castle, Scotland (C.1580). Furthermore, the idea of the pediment as
a marker of distinction for a villa was taken up by Andrea Palladia (1508-80),
passed to England in country houses such as Chiswick House, London (1727;
see P.250), and took on new life in the recently formed republic of the United
States, where Thomas Jefferson (1743~1826) used it as the crowning feature of
his villa at Monticello in Virginia. CB
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Villa Medici at Poggio a Caiano Begun 1485
GIULIANO DA SANGALLO 0445-1516

Fear of the plague, anxiety about extravagant spending, and inspiration from classical
texts by Pliny the Younger combined to generate the conditions for a new type of
humanist villa in the late fifteenth century. Prominent among these was Villa Medici

at Poggio a Caiano. built by Giuliano da Sangallo for Lorenzo de' Medici. Lorenzo harbored
a special enthusiasm for architecture and is reported to have read the first edition of
Alberti's treatise on the subject as it came off the press in 1485. Compared to the earlier
Medici villas, Poggio a Catano was exceptional in its grandeur: elevated on a podium on a
hilltop site, it commanded a view over the countryside. On the exterior, its most imitated
and innovative architectural feature was its pediment, an element typically associated
with ancient temples. The pediment is adorned by an elaborate terracotta frieze by the
della Robbia brothers. The interior includes a broad barrel vault, coffered with gold
symbols of the Medici dynasty; it was the first of its scale built since antiquity. Radical and
extravagant in its time, this Villa Medici became the model- in the rational, symmetry of
its plan and in its pedimented, porticoed facade-for the villas of Andrea Palladio. and
thenceforth the international model for aristocratic rural luxury and sophistication. CB

Villa Medici at
Poggio a Catano,
Tuscany, Italy
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DRAWING ROME

<il> FOCAL POINTS

1 STAIRS

The stairs were originally
straight, but Giuliano made a
decision to replace them with
a double set of monumental
exterior stairs. The idea
probably came from his studies
ofthe Temple of Setapls for his
book on Roman monuments,
the Codex Barberini.

2 PEDIMENT

Probably inspired by the
ancient Temple of Serapis
on Quirinal Hill, Rome, this
was the first use of a temple
pediment on a domestic house.
The exquisite terracotta frieze
depicts an allegory of time's
cyclical return, and refers to the

Medici family.

Architects developed their vocabulary of ancient Roman
architecture through drawing. Surviving drawings can
give insight into the process whereby architects used their
studies as the basis for new designs. Giuliano da Sangallo
produced two books of drawings, which encapsulated his
years of study of ancient Roman ruins, such as his plan and
elevation of the Colosseum (right), and gave him a large
compendium from which to draw for his own designs.
Bernardo della Volpaia (C.147S-1S2S),a member of Sangallo's
circle, took a more systematic approach and meticulously
classified his drawings of ancient details and monuments.
It was this book that Michelangelo used as a means of
developing his own competence in architectural detail.

3 PODIUM

The podium elevated the
livingspaces to take further
advantage ofthe view, and
also allowed a separation of
agricultural functions on the
first level.Among these were
a dairy farm-an innovative
feature Lorenzoimported from
Lombardy-and a silkfarm.

... VillaMedici boasted the first
large-scale, coffered, barrel-
vaulted ceiling since antiquity.
It imitated ancient vaults such
as those of the ancient Roman
Basilicaof Maxentius and
Constantine.
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Tempietto '502
DONATO BRAMANTE 0444-1514

Tempietto, San Pietro in Montorio
Rome, Italy

202 1400-1700



The Tempietto, which marks the site of St. Peter's martyrdom, has attained an
architectural significance disproportionate to its size. Commissioned by King
Ferdinand and Queen Isabella and enclosed within the complex of San Pietro in

Montorio, it was one of the first Roman works of Donato Bramante. Contemporaries
recognized it almost immediately as a re-creation of an ancient temple. Bramante
combined the models of Roman tombs along the Appian Way, ancient round temples
at Tivoli and along the Tiber River,and the form of the Christian reliquary. While these
examples often inspired architects to design round structures, the Tempietto is one of the
few actually built Its aura of "antiquity" derived not only from its overall form, but also
from its use ofthe Doric order, including columns with entasts and a "correct" Doric
frieze-alternating metopes and triglyphs-and its inclusion of a geometric floor mosaic,
recalling early Christian churches. The lower chapel (crypt) contains the relics of st. Peter's
martyrdom and the foundation stone. The original design included a circular courtyard
enclosing the Tempietto itself It achieves an extraordinary impression of monumentality
despite its size. The building soon gained canonical status and was included in
compendiums of ancient monuments almost as if it were one of them. CB

@> FOCAL POINTS
1 BALUSTRADE

The exterior feature that
stands out as belonging to
the Renaissance rather than
antiquity is the balustrade-
a form employed by Dcnatello
and perfected by Giuliano da
Sangallo.lt is an example of
the way in which Bramante
combined ancient and
contemporary models into
a new, authoritative form.

2 FRIEZE

Bramante was among the first
to understand and correctly
replicate the Doric frieze, with
its alternative metopes and
triglyphs. However, he playfully
replaced the pagan symbols of
the ox skull with Christian
liturgical instruments. He
probably modeled the frieze
on Filippino Lippi's painted
version at the Carafa Chapel.

3 COLUMNS

The columns struck
contemporaries as forcefully
ancient with their proportions,
entests, and profiles of their
capitals and bases. The
granite column shafts further
reinforce this impression; since
granite had not been quarried
since antiquity, its use
identified the shafts as reused
materials (spolia).
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... The mosaic floor with geometric decorative inlay was probably
included to emphasize the connection of St. Peter to the early Church.

VITRUVIUS IN PRINT
Vitruvius wrote in a language that was notoriously
difficult to understand. The first illustrated edition by
Fra Giocondo (15n) had the most impact in that his lucid
woodcuts allowed architects to see, in many cases for
the first time, exactly what Vitruvius meant when he
described the elements and proportions ofthe Doric,
Ionic, and Corinthian orders (below).
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